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Foreword
Almost exactly one year ago The Australia Institute began working with community and legal
groups on accountability and governance issues in Queensland. The impetus for this work
was a deep sense of concern over Newman Government policies which worked against the
independence of key institutions and reduced the transparency of decisions that concerned
the public interest.
Over several years a sense had developed that the influence of lobbyists and political
donations was growing. Of particular concern to the Institute were decisions around mining
and fossil fuel developments such as the approval of the New Acland coal mine extension
and changes to sand mining on Stradbroke Island. Both followed political donations and very
close relations between companies, government members and senior public service officials.
We and our partner organisations felt these relationships had become ‘too close for comfort’.
The importance of impartiality and accountability in management over the state’s resources
is hard to overstate. Mining licenses represent among the largest transfer of assets from
public to private hands. Mining companies stand to gain hundreds of millions of dollars from
decisions to approve mines and gas fields, but there are also many negative economic
impacts on non-mining industries, and the impacts on communities and the environment can
be devastating.
As the 2015 Queensland election drew near, more groups and prominent individuals got
involved, including former NSW Independent Commissioner Against Corruption, David Ipp,
Former Queensland Integrity Commissioners, David Solomon and Gary Crooke, and
legendary Queensland corruption fighter, Tony Fitzgerald. While many factors decided the
outcome of the historic election, this push for accountability was one of them; no less an
authority than Courier Mail columnist, Des Houghton, said so.1 Independent polling confirmed
Houghton’s view. 87% of Queenslanders said accountability issues played a role in deciding
their vote in only the second January election held in Australia since Federation.
Queensland’s Labor party capitalised on voters’ desire for accountability and transparent
government. They endorsed Fitzgerald’s published Principles of Good Government and
committed to a public inquiry by the Crime and Conduct Commission inquiry into links
between donations to political parties and the awarding of tenders, contracts and approvals.
Six months later Queenslanders are still waiting for this inquiry. And while we wait more
examples emerge of the too-close relationships between the fossil fuel industry and decision
makers. A lobbyist for coal hopefuls Adani and GVK is now chief of staff for Federal ALP
leader Bill Shorten. LNP Senator James McGrath undertook contract work for Santos
between being elected and taking his seat in the Senate.
This report is, as far as we know, the first to look deeply at a single jurisdiction, in this case
Queensland, and attempt to rigorously compile a profile of the relationship between fossil fuel
companies and governments and political parties, their interactions and their influence.
The results are startling. Compiled together in this manner, individual incidents that might
otherwise appear minor, become part of a systemic web of access and influence for fossil
fuel companies. The larger view revealed is that of special advantages and pervasive
pressure which casts long shadows across our democracy.
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In short, the findings of this report present a compelling case for a far broader public inquiry
than that currently proposed by the Queensland Government. Such an Inquiry should stretch
well beyond political donations and investigate the role of lobbyists on relevant decisionmaking processes and the impacts of the ‘revolving door’ between mining interests and
public offices. Every month that goes past without this inquiry sees some relationships grow
closer and makes the new government’s promise of more accountability seem like nothing
more than cold comfort.
The research and final editing for this report was conducted over a long period. Please note
that positions and roles may have changed during this process.
Mark Ogge,
Principal Advisor, The Australia Institute
and
Rod Campbell
Research Director, The Australia Institute
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Summary
While coal represents the largest export of the state and [coal licences] represent a
transfer of assets worth tens or hundreds of millions of dollars from the state to
private hands, the arrangements for the release of the resource and allocation of
[coal licences] are lacking many basic principles of good governance.2
This quote comes from the New South Wales Independent Commission Against Corruption
(ICAC), but it is equally applicable to Queensland where the institutions that determine
resource extraction are equally problematic.
Given that resource licenses represent large transfers of assets from public to private hands,
the highest standards of accountability and transparency must apply to the government
officials involved in the transfer.
In Queensland this accountability and transparency is sorely lacking. Industry lobbyists and
business figures are able pay for special access to senior members of both political parties in
what former Queensland Integrity Commissioner Gary Crooke QC has described as
“bipartisan ethical bankruptcy”3. Most lobbyists are not even included in the state’s lobbying
register and there is virtually no transparency surrounding lobbying activities.
According to the Queensland lobbyist register, there are 320 individual lobbyists, who work
for 160 lobbying firms, which represent 1,700 companies in Queensland.
However, the official register is just the tip of the lobbying iceberg, as it consists of only “thirdparty” lobbyists from external lobbying firms. “In-house” lobbyists, who are directly employed
by the firms they lobby for are not required to register.
Nor are industry peak bodies such as the Queensland Resources Council and the Australian
Petroleum Production and Exploration Association (APPEA). These groups are not
registered as lobbyists and so the public knows little detail about their engagement with
government and public officials.
A 2012 Federal Senate inquiry estimated that Canberra had four unregistered in-house
lobbyists for every registered lobbyist. Queensland may have similar numbers, but there is
no known estimate. Fossil fuel companies also regularly send their own senior executives to
personally meet with politicians and public servants.
With so much at stake, the greatest efforts should be taken to guard the independence of the
government officials responsible for assessing and regulating mining projects, to ensure a
clear boundary between the public service and the industry it regulates.
Rather than a clear boundary, there is a revolving door between the public service and the
resource industry, with senior public servants and political advisors moving straight to highly
paid positions in the industries they have been responsible for regulating, and sometimes
back again.
Many public servants and political staffers have left their posts to lobby for the fossil fuel
industry. An example is David Moore, who worked for Campbell Newman and later was Chief
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of Staff to Deputy Premier Jeff Seeney. Moore then moved to lobby for several coal industry
clients, such as Indian firm GVK, which is trying to develop mines in Queensland’s Galilee
Basin. When GVK struck difficulties with federal approval, Moore had direct access to
Seeney’s new Chief of Staff, Jeff Popp, as shown in the email below, released under Rightto-Information (RTI):
Email between lobbyist David Moore and government staffer Jeff Popp

Source: RTI release
The gas industry has also recruited many public servants and political staffers, as well as
sending its staff into senior public positions. An example is former ABC journalist Mitch
Grayson. In October 2012, Grayson left his role as a senior media advisor to Premier
Newman to work as a senior media and communications advisor for the $15 billion Santos
GLNG project. A little over a year later, Grayson left Santos to take a media advisory role
back in the Premier’s office.
ICAC has made clear that it is important not only to know who is lobbying whom, but what
they are lobbying about:
Those who lobby may be entitled to private communications with the people that they
lobby, but they are not entitled to secret communications. The public is entitled to
know that lobbying is occurring, to ascertain who is involved, and, in the absence of
any overriding public interest against disclosure, to know what occurred during the
Lobbying Activity. 4
Such details are rare in Queensland. Even the minimal disclosures provided in ministerial
diaries have been avoided by meeting lobbyists at social or sporting events.
In-person lobbying of decision makers by the fossil fuel industry takes place in a range of
settings. The Queensland government has often hosted events for industry executives in
corporate boxes at sporting events. Former ALP mining minister Stephen Robertson hosted
a particularly large function with representatives from Rio Tinto, BHP Billiton, Origin, Santos,
Anglo Coal, QGC, Waratah Coal, other companies plus the Queensland Resources Council
and departmental staff.
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The hospitality goes the other way too. In 2012 New Hope Coal hosted key ministers in its
corporate box at the time the company was lobbying to expand its controversial New Acland
coal mine, a project that Premier Newman had declared “inappropriate” before coming to
office. The mine’s parent company, Washington H Soul Pattinson, donated $950,000 to the
Liberal party in the four years from 2010/11.
Corporate and government hospitality is not confined to sporting venues. Brisbane’s best
restaurants also regularly host meetings with coal company executives. Documents obtained
under RTI laws show the hospitality expenses logged by David Edwards, the DirectorGeneral of the Department of State Development, Infrastructure and Planning. Edwards has
regularly dined with coal company executives from Adani and GVK, with taxpayers often
picking up the bill. Perhaps more concerning than Edward’s generosity is that he justifies it
as being “of benefit to Queensland because it enhances the Department’s ability to assist
Adani to move to the next stages of development of its major project”:
Expense claims dining with Adani executives

Source: RTI documents
Edwards was possibly more generous with another Galilee Basin aspirant, GVK. Edwards
gave a $500 tennis racquet to GVK’s billionaire founder, Dr GVK Reddy:

Too close for comfort
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Gifts to GVK

Source: Department of State Development, Infrastructure and Planning, Gifts and benefits
register
In 2011, Australia’s richest person, Gina Rinehart, was in the final stages of negotiating the
sale of her coal assets to India’s GVK. Ms Rinehart flew Barnaby Joyce (then a Queensland
senator), Julie Bishop and the Liberal MP for Brisbane, Teresa Gambaro, to India, to attend
the wedding of a family member of GVK’s owner.
Most industry lobbyists don’t fly politicians to overseas weddings. Less spectacular lobbying
more often involves paying to attend functions with politicians in attendance. Prior to the
March 2012 state election, the LNP introduced QForum — a secretive subscription-based
scheme where corporations were invited to events with the promise of access to ministers. In
the run-up to the 2015 state election, it emerged that Labor had also launched its own
version of QForum — known as the Queensland Progressive Business Network — that
would charge up to $10,000 a year for access to events that would include ”one-on-one”
meetings with MPs and “engage with the party leadership”.
If the Great Barrier Reef was a business — rather than an iconic wonder of the natural world
— it would lobby furiously against the extraction and burning of fossil fuels, because this is
against its long term interests. Rather than lobbyists, however, the Reef is represented by
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (GBRMPA), a government authority charged
with managing the marine park. Members of the GBRMPA board have faced repeated
allegations of conflict of interest due to their positions with and investments in coal and coal
seam gas companies.
Queensland’s Planning department has also come under fire for rushing approvals of major
coal seam gas developments without proper assessment. Rather than insisting on detailed
mapping of the project, the Department urged approval of Santos’s $16 billion gas project,
determined that a key report would “provide a bankable outcome.”
Throughout all these episodes there is scant attention paid to communities who are affected
by the projects in question. While Queensland politicians and officials provide special access
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to the fossil fuel industry, they are reluctant to provide any access to people concerned about
climate change or water resources. As former Queensland Integrity Commissioner Gary
Crooke put it in January 20155 in relation to the “payment for access” fundraising events
indulged in by both major parties:
Take the example of a controversial property or mining development. What is the
perception of a reasonable person if the well-resourced applicant pays to sup with the
decision maker while the objector is not only not invited, but cannot afford the tariff
imposed? What is on offer? As former minister, and now prisoner, Gordon Nuttall now
famously said at his trial: "Nothing is for nothing."
The cosy relationship between the senior government representatives in Queensland and the
resource industry is at odds with the fundamental principle that all interested parties are
treated equally in the decision-making process. It also undermines the ability of
Queenslanders to negotiate the best deal for the one-off exploitation of their non-renewable
resources, and the protection of the community against the negative impacts of the states
ever expanding resource industry.

Introduction
“Brace yourselves,” said Geoffrey Watson SC.6
He was speaking at the opening of what became one of the most explosive, complex and
damaging series of corruption inquiries in living memory: the 2012 investigations into the
allocation of lucrative coal licences in New South Wales (NSW). Watson, counsel assisting
the NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC), wasn’t wrong in his
recommendation.
The hearings have seared the names of former NSW Labor Resources Minister Ian
Macdonald, along with Labor powerbroker Eddie Obeid Snr and his family, into the nation’s
psyche as bywords for dodgy deals and corrupt actions. But they also revealed systemic
issues with the way Australian governments handle coal licensing arrangements.
Following the hearings into Macdonald and the assignment of coal licenses, ICAC produced
a follow-up report entitled Reducing the incentives and opportunities for corruption in
management of the state’s coal resources.7 The report made it clear that the alleged corrupt
conduct could not “simply be put down to a rogue minister for mineral resources.” Rather, the
report said, the state arrangements relating to coal “provided an opportunity not found in
other parts of government for individuals to engage in corrupt conduct.”
The granting of coal exploration licences represented “a transfer of assets worth tens or
hundreds of millions of dollars from the state to private hands”. Yet the way the transfers
were being carried out were “lacking many basic principles of good governance”, ICAC said.
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Their report suggested that the “opaque and complex processes” in NSW had created an
environment where there was “no other way to do business” other than to engage in lobbying
— either directly or by hiring “third-party” lobbyists with sufficient inside knowledge to
influence government decisions:
Appropriate lobbying can enhance the government’s decision-making by allowing
those with an interest in the decision to contribute in a way that can improve the
quality of information to the decision-maker. It is the Commission’s experience,
however, that a lack of transparency in any process involving government decisionmaking can be conducive to corruption.
That corruption risk is exacerbated when secrecy of the lobbying activity itself is allied
with secrecy surrounding the basis on which a decision is made.
Even though the ICAC inquiries have focused on the systems of government and
accountability in New South Wales, the lessons from the commission’s investigations are
clear; when government decisions are made in secret, without transparency and with poor
governance, the risk of corruption increases.
Queensland is just over the border from NSW and is itself no stranger to corruption. In the
1980s, a culture of secrecy and political favours coloured Queensland’s administration. Two
decades later, in 2009, former judge and Queensland anti-corruption campaigner Tony
Fitzgerald lamented that these problems had returned: “Access can now be purchased,
patronage is dispensed.” 8
Another influential voice is former Queensland Integrity Commissioner David Solomon, who
wrote in October 20149 that the entry price for attendance at political fundraisers “depends on
whether the donor can sit with and talk to a minister”. Solomon said ministers should not be
able to “prostitute their ministerial office” by “selling access”, adding:
Selling access to ministers is a breach of the public trust. It is unethical and it should
be illegal. The fact that some governments have changed political donation rules to
make it possible for donors to keep their identities secret does not provide a
justification for the practice. What it does do is confirm in the public mind the low
regard they have for politicians.
But the problems in Queensland run deeper than ministerial fundraisers. Rules around
political lobbyists mean that the vast bulk of lobbying is outside of regulations. While some
professional lobbyists are required to sign official registers, most interactions between
companies, politicians and senior public servants are off-the-record because in-house
lobbyists directly employed by companies do not have to register.
Furthermore, senior public servants have close relations with executives in companies they
regulate and monitor. Many public servants have jumped from government to industry and
back again.
In particular, the recent expansion of Queensland’s fossil fuel industry has provided lucrative
positions for public servants and political staffers who know their way around the Queensland
government and planning processes. Environmental campaigner and vocal opponent of the
coal seam gas (CSG) industry Drew Hutton has commented that there “seems to be an open
8
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door between the industry and the government.” Hutton told the Courier-Mail10: "There is
obviously a close relationship between the government and the CSG industry and there is a
conflict of interest inherent in that."
In this report we explore some of these relationships between lobbyists, politicians, public
servants and the fossil fuel industry. Some stories are well known; others are being told for
the first time. Each story shares a common theme: a concerning level of access for the fossil
fuel industry to decision makers and administrators.

Lobbying in the Sunshine State
A lack of transparency in lobbying represents a major corruption risk. In its 2010 report
“Investigation into the Corruption Risks involved in Lobbying”, the NSW Independent
Commission Against Corruption ICAC said;
A lack of transparency in the current lobbying regulatory system in NSW is a major
corruption risk, and contributes significantly to public distrust. Those who lobby may
be entitled to private communications with the people that they lobby, but they are not
entitled to secret communications. The public is entitled to know that lobbying is
occurring, to ascertain who is involved, and, in the absence of any overriding public
interest against disclosure, to know what occurred during the Lobbying Activity.11
Political lobbying is big business in Australia generally and Queensland is no different. At the
time of writing this report in January 2015, the federal lobby register12 consisted of 603
lobbyists working for 270 firms representing 1,746 different clients.
According to the Queensland lobbyist register,13 the state is not too far behind federal levels.
Some 320 individual lobbyists work for 160 lobbying firms, which represent about 1700
companies in Queensland.
But these registers include only “third-party lobbyists” – lobbyists engaged outside of the
company to lobby the government on their behalf. Third-party lobbyists are often people with
experience as senior political advisors or government employees who then go to work for
private lobbying companies. Aside from third-party lobbyists, there are several other ways
lobbying is conducted in Queensland:




Companies can employ their own team of government relations and public affairs
staff, known as “in-house” lobbyists.
Senior management and owners of companies can directly lobby ministers and senior
civil servants through formal and informal meetings.
Companies can join industry bodies that lobby on their behalf of their members.
Powerful industry bodies in Queensland include the Queensland Resources Council
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(QRC) and the Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association
(APPEA).
There has been no known attempt to quantify the number of lobbyists in Queensland who fall
outside the lobbyists register. During a March 2012 Federal Senate inquiry into lobbying 14,
the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet estimated there were about 4000 “in-house”
lobbyists in Canberra working directly for companies who were not covered by lobbying
rules. This meant that for every third-party lobbyist required to register, there were four “inhouse” lobbyists who were not required to do so.
Even third-party lobbying is difficult to follow clearly as most lobbying firms have multiple
clients on their books — some as many as 30 or more. The information on the lobby
registers does not state which client the lobbyist is representing in any particular meeting.
For example, lobby firm Rowland15 has Dalrymple Bay Coal Terminal and fossil fuel energy
company ERM Power on its client list. If a Rowland lobbyist meets with the premier, it is
impossible to know if they are raising issues to do with the coal port at Dalrymple Bay or
ERM’s power business.
In-house lobbyists and industry groups are even harder to track as they are exempt from
registers of lobbyists in Queensland and at the federal level. Queensland’s Code of Conduct
for lobbyists excludes the following lobbying activity from its provisions:16
"Lobbyist" means an entity that carries out a lobbying activity for a third party client or
whose employees or contractors carry out a lobbying activity for a third party client (s
41(1)). However, "lobbyist" does not include (s 41(2)):
(a) a non-profit entity;
(b) an entity constituted to represent the interests of its members (e.g. an employer
group, a trade union or a professional body such as the Queensland Law Society);
(c) members of trade delegations visiting Queensland;
(d) an entity carrying out incidental lobbying activities; or
(e) an entity carrying out a lobbying activity only for the purpose of representing the
entity’s own interests.
We see that under these rules a great deal of lobbying is exempt from the code of conduct.
For example, point (b) covers the lobbying activities of the QRC, the peak body representing
the state’s mining and coal industries and one of the most influential lobbying forces in the
state. It has a staff of around 3017 and annual revenue of $13.6 million18, and its membership
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includes national and global fossil fuel giants including GVK Hancock, Vale, Rio Tinto, BHP,
Adani, Anglo American and Glencore19.
In November 2012, the Queensland Government announced two measures that it claimed
would “restore faith in good government”20. Ministers would keep brief diaries recording their
day-to-day meetings, and any contacts between lobbyists and ministers or senior public
servants would be recorded on a register., In a paper21 written in October 2014, former
Queensland Integrity Commissioner David Solomon considered the impact of the changes:
First, Ministers have been making public edited versions of their diaries every month.
However this does not extend to revealing who they meet and talk with at fundraisers.
Second, the Government made it possible for the Integrity Commissioner to make
rules requiring lobbyists to reveal all their lobbying contacts with government
representatives, including Ministers. However this only applies to registered third
party lobbyists. It does not cover directors, managers or employees of corporations,
lobbying on behalf of their own firms, and it does not cover representative industry
bodies such as the Property Council or the Queensland Resources Council that are
enormously influential as lobbyists. The Government has refused to extend lobbying
rules to cover this kind of lobbying, rejecting a number of submissions by me, and a
unanimous recommendation of an all-party parliamentary committee.
In the following sections of this report we explore examples of all these types of lobbying and
discuss the extraordinary access that lobbyists for the fossil fuel industry have to
Queensland’s elected officers and senior public servants. But first, let’s meet some lobbyists.

Meet the lobbyists
From government to third-party lobbyist
The people of Queensland own the mineral resources under the ground. These finite, nonrenewable resources can be extracted and sold only once. When we sell a house, we want
to get the best price possible for it. Similarly, the people of Queensland are entitled to expect
that those negotiating on their behalf will not only negotiate hard for the best possible price,
but also to ensure that the community and environment are fully protected.
In some cases, such as the promotion and extraction of coal resources, a strong moral and
public interest case could be made for leaving those resources in the ground, given the
widespread impacts of climate change for Australia and the rest of the world.
Under these circumstances we might expect a high level of independence from the
companies government officials they are regulating and transparency in their dealings with
those companies.
But in Queensland government and industry personnel regularly switch between the two.
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The purpose of a lobbyist is to be able to influence government. To gain this influence many
lobbyists are former politicians or the former staff of politicians. Former politicians, ministers
and senior party political figures are not required to be marked separately on most registers,
but former staffers are easy to find, as shown in Table 1 below:
Table 1: Political staff to third-party lobbyists
Lobbyist

Experience

Lobby firm

Selected federal
and state clients
according to
lobbying registers

David Moore22

Chief of Staff to Deputy
Premier Jeff Seeney.
Formerly worked for Mal
Brough and Campbell
Newman’s 2012 election
campaign

Next Level
Holdings/Milner
Strategic
Services

Queensland Coal
Investments,
GVK*, Bandanna
Energy, Adani
Mining

Christian
Taubenschlag

Media advisor to former
defense minister Joel
Fitzgibbon

CMAX
Communications

Australian Coal
Association, QGC,
Peabody Energy*

Former ALP Qld state
secretary

Next Level
Holdings/Milner
Strategic
Services

Queensland Coal
Investments,
GVK*, Bandanna
Energy, Adani
Mining

23

Cameron
Milner24

*Lobby registers denote former paid client in previous 12 months

Lobbyists often move between political office and the lobbying world, and they often have
ties to various political parties and industry groups. For example, David Moore is a lobbyist
and director for the firm Next Level Holdings. In the run-up to the March 2012 state election,
Moore was the Chief of Staff to Jeff Seeney, at the time the deputy leader of the Opposition,
and later to be Queensland’s Deputy Premier and Minister for State Development,
Infrastructure and Planning. After the election, Moore returned to his lobbying role, where
one of his clients was GVK Hancock — a firm with interests in developing huge coal reserves
in the Galilee Basin through mines and a rail link25.
Seeney and Moore faced questions of conflict of interest when months later Seeney
announced that GVK would be the preferred company to build a rail line from the Galilee
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Basin to coal shipping facilities. Seeney rejected suggestions26 of any improper conduct,
saying GVK had been chosen on merit and that he had not met his former Chief of Staff
since the LNP’s March 2012 election win.
But there is evidence that the relationship between GVK, lobbyist Moore and the Queensland
Government is very close.
For example, documents released under Right to Information27 rules show that in June 2012,
Moore emailed Seeney’s Chief-of-Staff Jeff Popp about a press release GVK was about to
send out in the aftermath of then-Federal Environment Minister Tony Bourke’s decision to
“stop the clock” on a GVK mine approval. Moore invites Popp to review the release and let
him know “if there are any pressing issues as they want to hit send”, leaving the distinct
impression that on this occasion, the Queensland Government was part of the public
relations arm of GVK:

Figure 1: Email between lobbyist David Moore and government staffer Jeff Popp

Source: RTI release
Moore’s company, Next Level Holdings, has also made financial contributions to the LNP. In
the financial year 2013/14, returns to Electoral Commission Queensland (ECQ) show
Moore’s company gave $20,600 worth of gifts28. Moore’s lobbying partner, former Australian
Labor Party (ALP) state secretary Cameron Milner, has also made contributions to the ALP.
ECQ returns29 show that in 2010, Labor declared $11,500 worth of gifts from Milner’s
company, Milner Strategic Services. Queensland’s lobbying code does not restrict lobbying
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27
Department of State Development, Infrastructure and Planning, RTI disclosure log
http://www.dsdip.qld.gov.au/resources/rti/disc-log/rti021.pdf
28
Electoral Commission Queensland, Next Level Holdings retrun, 2013/2014
http://www.ecq.qld.gov.au/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=11849
29
Electoral Commission Queensland, ALP amended return 2010
http://www.ecq.qld.gov.au/financial.aspx?folderid=378
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firms from making political donations, saying only that activity “on behalf of a political party”
should be kept “strictly separate”30.

From government to in-house gas lobbyist
Queensland’s gas industry has expanded enormously in the past five years. In 2009, there
were three projects on the desk of the Queensland Government’s Coordinator-General:




The Santos-led Gladstone LNG project,
The BG Group-led Queensland Curtis LNG project and
Australia Pacific LNG – led by Origin and ConocoPhillips.

Together, these projects involved capital expenditure of some US$51billion, and proposed to
drill some 18,650 gas wells in Queensland’s interior. Some of the wells would use the
controversial practice of hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, and transport the gas along more
than 1,600 kilometres of pipeline.
With so much expansion, there has been plenty of demand for lobbyists. In a 2012 interview
with journalist Paul Cleary31, Jim Reeves, then Director-General of the Department of
Environment and Resource Management (DERM), said the department had lost almost 70
staff in the preceding two years to the resources industry. Reeves commented that the
movements showed how resource companies needed staff “who possess a strong
understanding of the state government's rigorous environmental approval processes and
strict environmental standards.” Many key government personnel working in departments
overseeing coal and gas industry projects moved out of the public service and into the same
industry they had been assessing.
For example, in February 2011, then Minister for Natural Resources, Mines and Energy
Stephen Robertson announced that senior civil servant Andrew Brier had been appointed to
have overall responsibility for a new “LNG Enforcement Unit” — the key group tasked with
monitoring the industry. The unit has since been rebadged the CSG Compliance Unit32.
In January 2012, Brier took a job as a “compliance manager” with Santos’ GLNG project and
left his civil service desk for a job with the industry he had been working to monitor. Also
moving to Santos at around the same time were Jim Belford, also a director in the
government’s enforcement unit, and Rod Kent, of DERM.
But perhaps more notable is the movement between the offices of Queensland’s former
Premier Newman and the resources industry, and back again. Ben Myers had been
Newman’s director of strategy for six years during his time as Lord Mayor of Brisbane, before
leaving in May 2010 to take up a senior communications role with QGC. 33
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Queensland Integrity Commissioner website, accessed January 2015
http://www.integrity.qld.gov.au/page/lobbyists/code-of-conduct.shtml
31
The Australian, Staff poaching takes steam out of CSG scrutiny, January 2012
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/staff-poaching-takes-steam-out-of-csg-scrutiny/storyfn59niix-1226255741275
32
Queensland Government business portal, accessed January 2015
https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industry/csg-lng-industry/regulatory-framework-csg-lng/csg-lnglegislation
33
LinkedIn http://au.linkedin.com/pub/ben-myers/1/213/b7a
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Myers’ time at QGC coincided with the company gaining project approvals from the
Queensland Government and Federal Government as well as the announcement of the final
investment decision34 of US$15 billion from QGC’s owners, BG Group. Myers then returned
to Newman’s side in April 2011 to spearhead the campaign strategy that led to the LNP’s
successful 2012 election campaign. Having been reportedly important to Newman’s Brisbane
mayoral election victories in 2004 and 2008, Myers had made it a trifecta of wins for his
boss.35
When Myers rejoined Newman’s office in 2011, he described as “offensive”36 suggestions
that having a former gas industry PR representative within the inner sanctum of the LNP was
bad news for the landholders who were fighting to keep gas firms off their properties.
Former ABC journalist Mitch Grayson37 is another to have moved between Premier
Newman’s office and the gas industry. In October 2012, Mitch Grayson left his role as a
senior media advisor to the Premier to work as a senior media and communications advisor
for the $15 billion Santos GLNG project. A little over a year later, Grayson left Santos to take
a media advisory role back in the Premier’s office.
(Mitch is also the nephew of John Grayson, who was the Director-General of the Department
of Premier and Cabinet in the Newman Government, and who we will meet below.)
Some of these movements between the Queensland public service and the gas industry are
shown in Table 2 below:
Table 2: Government staff to gas industry and vice versa
Table: Personnel movements from Qld government to gas industry
Name

Former government Current role
role

Jim Belford38

Director, LNG
Enforcement unit

Santos - Senior
adviser,
governance,
assurance and
approvals

Shane
McDowall39

Deputy Coordinator
General,
Infrastructure and
Land

Flinders Hyder

Andrew
Brier40

General manager,
Coal and CSG

Private
Consultant

Notes

Left government to be a
compliance manager for

34

Queensland Gas Company, media release, October 2010
http://www.qgc.com.au/media/154114/2010-10-31_news-release.pdf
35
The Courier-Mail, BOOM: The powerbrokers and the players, April 2012
http://www.couriermail.com.au/ipad/boom-the-powerbrokers-and-the-players/story-fn6ck2gb1226339063858
36
AAP, Newman Headhunts Old Adviser, March 2011 http://news.smh.com.au/breaking-newsnational/newman-headhunts-old-adviser-20110325-1c9p6.html
37
LinkedIn http://au.linkedin.com/pub/mitch-grayson/61/a5b/b42
38
LinkedIn http://au.linkedin.com/pub/jim-belford/9a/32b/a33
39
LinkedIn http://au.linkedin.com/pub/shane-mcdowall/35/525/362
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Operations

Santos, then left to
manage the Gasfields
Commission.

Phil Dash41

Queensland Deputy
Coordinator General

Senior associate,
Flinders Hyder

Rod Kent42

Internal reviewer,
DERM

Manager,
landholder
relations, Santos

Geoff
Dickie43

Deputy Coordinator
General,
Queensland
Government

Chairman,
Queensland
Exploration
Council44

Cameron
Crowther46

Senior adviser to
former deputy
premier Paul Lucas

Manager of
environmental
strategy and
communications,
QGC

Alan Feely47

Executive director,
Queensland Parks
and Wildlife Service

Santos GLNG
(2009 to 2012)

Flinders Hyder is a
project management and
engineering consultancy
that works extensively
with Queensland’s gas
industry.

Left government to
become a strategic
advisor in mining and
energy at public affairs
consultancy Rowland45.

Feely is now back in
Queensland government
as a deputy director
general in the
Department of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
and Multicultural Affairs.
His departmental
biography48 does not note
his role with Santos.

40

LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/pub/andrew-brier/96/b11/234
Flinders Group website, news release, October 2012 http://www.flindersgroup.com.au/welcome-toenvironment-and-land-specialsts-phil-dash-to-the-team/
42
LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/pub/rod-kent/6b/1a9/393
43
LinkedIn http://au.linkedin.com/pub/geoff-dickie/57/51b/84a
44
Queensland Exploration Council, website accessed January 2015
http://www.queenslandexploration.com.au/who/working-groups/
45
Rowland.com.au, August 2011, accessed January 2015 http://www.rowland.com.au/rowlandappoints-top-mining-and-infrastructure-advisor/
46
LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=352355943
41

47
48

LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/pub/james-purtill/49/a3a/b93

Queensland Department of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and Multicultural Affairs, accessed
January 2015 https://www.datsima.qld.gov.au/about-us/director-general
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Personnel movements from industry to government
Name

Industry position

Government
position

Notes

David
Edwards49

Manager, Strategy
and Market
development, GHD

Director General,
Department of
State
Development,
Infrastructure and
Planning

GHD has worked
extensively with
Queensland’s gas and
coal industry, including
input into environmental
assessments for major
CSG projects.

Les Cox50

Team leader,
support projects,
Arrow Energy

Senior policy
advisor to Andrew
Cripps, Minister
for Natural
Resources and
Mines

Ben Myers51

Communications
manager, QGC

Campaign
manager/Chief of
Staff, Campbell
Newman

Before joining QGC in
May 2020, Myers had
worked for Newman for
six years.

Mitch
Grayson52

Senior
communications
advisor, Santos
GLNG

Senior media
advisor, Premier
Campbell Neman

Before moving to Santos
in October 2012, Grayson
was a media advisor to
Premier Newman for
seven months.

Lisa Palu53

Media and
communications
manager, Arrow
Energy

Principal advisor,
Office of the
Premier and
Cabinet

While there have been many examples of staff moving between government, lobbying and
the fossil fuel industry, as discussed above much lobbying consists of meetings between
company executives and senior members of the government and public service. The
following sections outline some examples of these interactions.

49

LinkedIn, accessed January 2015 https://www.linkedin.com/pub/david-l-edwards/8/749/68a
LinkedIn, accessed January 201 https://www.linkedin.com/pub/neil-mcgregor/37/5aa/40
51
LinkedIn, accessed January 2015 http://au.linkedin.com/pub/ben-myers/1/213/b7a
52
LinkedIn, accessed January 2015 http://au.linkedin.com/pub/mitch-grayson/61/a5b/b42
53
The Courier-Mail, State's top public servants are jumping ship to join the CSG industry they
assessed, April 2013 http://www.couriermail.com.au/business/states-top-public-servants-are-jumpingship-to-join-the-csg-industry-they-assessed/story-fnbdkrr9-1226609927099
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From sports to saké — wining and dining with
Queensland’s fossil fuel elite
A crucial aspect of transparency and accountability in lobbying is that meetings are attended
and witnessed by third parties, records are made of the meetings and that they are
accessible to the public.
Taking important meetings out the office and into social and sporting events undermines the
professionalism of these interactions and avoids appropriate communications protocols,
records and disclosure of the nature of these meetings.
Do we really want discussions between senior government representatives and mining
lobbyists, involving potentially billions of dollars worth of state assets taking place in
corporate boxes at football matches and restaurants?

Government-hosted sporting events
Queensland Government members often hold functions at sporting events. These events
provide guests with a chance to mingle with government members, journalists and policy
advisors. Documents tabled in Queensland’s Parliamentary Estimates detail the use of the
corporate box for the 2009/10 financial year54. Government ministers and the Premier
regularly hosted gas and coal industry executives and lobbyists.
For example, on 12 March 2010 there were 48,500 people packed into Brisbane’s Suncorp
Stadium to watch the Brisbane Broncos’ 2010 season opener against the North Queensland
Cowboys. As the Broncos held on for a 30-24 win, the noise of the massive crowd would
have been enough to permeate the Queensland Government’s corporate box, where
Treasurer Andrew Fraser and Deputy Premier Paul Lucas were the Labor ministerial hosts.
Among the invitees that night was UK-based Frank Chapman, the chief executive of
international energy company BG Group. Chapman’s Australian colleagues Rob Millhouse
and Catherine Tanna, of BG Groups’ Queensland Gas Company (QGC), were also on the
invitee list.
Less than two weeks later, QGC representatives signed a deal in Beijing — with Chapman
and Tanna in attendance — to sell more than 70 million tonnes of liquefied natural gas to
China.
Tanna had previously been invited by Labor Premier Bligh to watch Australia play the West
Indies in a one-day cricket match at the Gabba, to see the Brisbane Roar play Gold Coast
United at Suncorp beside Energy Minister Stephen Robertson, and to watch the Brisbane
Lions take on Carlton in a 2009 AFL game in the company of Environment and Resource
Management Minister Kate Jones.
Major companies including Santos, Rio Tinto, BHP Billiton, Origin Energy, Anglo Coal and
Waratah Coal, as well as major Japanese and Chinese mining groups, were all invited to the

54

Queensland Government Hansard, June and July 2010 Estimates, p106-162
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/Committees/EC/2010/Additional/Est2010-rpt-EstF-Repadd.pdf
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sporting occasions and hosted by senior ministers55. One of the invitee lists is shown in
Figure 2 below:
Figure 2: Invitees to government function
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Queensland Government Hansard, June and July 2010 Estimates, p106-162
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/Committees/EC/2010/Additional/Est2010-rpt-EstF-Repadd.pdf
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Source: Queensland Government Hansard, June and July 2010 Estimates, p127
During the Bligh Government era, the document suggests it was not unusual for corporate
heavyweights to be invited to events in the corporate boxes of government-owned stadiums.
Union officials and representatives of some non-government organisations also attended
many functions, but no invites were issued to groups concerned about climate change,
fracking or mining in agricultural areas. While the red carpet was rolled out for the fossil fuel
industry, their opponents were clearly not welcome.

Government members in industry corporate boxes
The sporting favours have gone the other way too. In February 2014, it emerged56 that in
2012 and 2013, key ministers had accepted invitations to attend international rugby games in
the corporate box of New Hope Coal.
Since 2002 New Hope has operated a mine on Queensland’s Darling Downs farming
country, producing five million tonnes of thermal coal a year. Over the years the company
has bought properties surrounding the mine, turning the town of Acland into a ghost town.
In April 2007, the company began moves to expand the mine by advising the Labor-led
Queensland Government of its $700 million plans expand to 10 million tonnes of coal a year.
In the run up to the March 2012 state election, LNP leader Campbell Newman said he would
block the extension, saying it was “inappropriate” to mine coal on the prime agricultural
country57.
However, in November 2012, eight months after the LNP government won power, New Hope
announced a downscaled plan to mine 7.5 million tonnes per year58. The Newman
Government announced it would consider the plan and in December 2014 — a period when
most eyes would be on preparations for Christmas — Deputy Premier Jeff Seeney
announced that the mine had been approved.
During this period while lobbying to expand the Acland coal mine, New Hope and its parent
company were major political donors to the LNP. Washington H Soul Pattinson owns close to
60 per cent of the shares in New Hope Group59. Pattinson has long been a regular donor to
the LNP, donating $20,000 in financial year 2008/0960 and $25,000 the following year61. The
Queensland LNP has stated62 it has received no more than $3400 from New Hope since its
2012 election success. However, federal electoral commission records show donations rose
56

Brisbane Times, Miners treat ministers to rugby, February 2014
http://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/queensland/miners-treat-ministers-to-rugby-20140206-324n3.html
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The Australian, Campbell Newman slams farm gate shut on miners, March 2012
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Queensland Government, Department of State Infrastructure, development and Planning,
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59
New Hope Group 2014 Annual Report
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X.pdf
60
Australian Electoral Commission, 2008/09 donations by Washington H Soul Pattinson & Co. Limited
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sharply in the four years from 2010/11, seeing the company donate some $950,000 to the
party63. These donations were made to the Federal Liberal party; the original returns are
marked as being lodged “on behalf of New Hope Corporation”. All New Hope’s operations
are based in Queensland.
As Darling Downs grazier and veterinarian Nicki Laws told the ABC64: “That has to influence
policy. No-one's going to give away that sort of money without expecting something for it."

Wining and dining with the Planning Department
Such corporate and government hospitality is not confined to sporting venues. The more
tranquil surroundings of some of Brisbane’s best-known restaurants are also popular places
to hold meetings with coal company executives.
Documents obtained65 under Right to Information laws in June 2014 show details of the
hospitality and entertainment expenses logged by David Edwards, the Director-General of
the Department of State Development, Infrastructure and Planning, between March 2012 and
June 2014.
The documents show that Edwards met repeatedly with senior resource company figures in
Brisbane restaurants. Meetings like these do not have to be disclosed on lobbying contact
forms because company staff are classed as “in-house” lobbyists and therefore exempt.
During this period, the Newman Government strongly encouraged coal companies to
develop coal reserves in the as yet untapped Galilee basin. The government announced it
would provide discounts on royalties paid by early-mover companies and or directly
subsidise infrastructure development.
Most notable has been the state’s support for Indian coal company Adani. Adani wants to
mine 60 million tonnes of coal a year from the proposed Carmichael mine, which would be
one of the biggest coal mines in the world. The Newman government proposed to invest an
unknown amount in a rail line to link the mine to the company’s port facilities at Abbott Point.
Galilee Basin coal projects have been hugely controversial due to their potential impacts on
climate change, the need to ship coal through the Great Barrier Reef, the need to dredge
ports next to the Reef, and the potential impact of the projects on water resources in the arid
agricultural area.
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According to the RTI release and the government departmental gifts register, Edwards has
had restaurant meetings with executives from Adani on at least four occasions:








66

On the evening of 15 October 2012, Edwards dined with Harsh Mishra, an Adani
director, and paid for the meal, at Eagle Street’s Sake restaurant, because it would
“develop and maintain working relationships” with the mining giant66.
In September 2013, Edwards had dinner at the Eagle Street restaurant Pony with
Adani Chief Operating Officer Samira Vora and his new Australia CEO Jeyakumar
Janakaraj. The purpose of the meeting was to “brief” the new CEO on “key issues”67.
Edwards picked up the $228 bill as it “enhances the Department’s ability to assist
Adani to move to the next stages of development of its major project”. This is shown
in Figure 3 below.
Edwards had dinner with the two Adani executives again in April 2014 at Brisbane’s
Port Office68. According to the expenses form, Edward’s department justified picking
up the $186 bill because the dinner “provided an opportunity to encourage
relationships with the one of the state's largest resource sector investors while
discussing the progress of the company's Galilee Basin project.”
In July 2014, Edwards declared69 a gift from Adani of $87 for a dinner at E’cco with
Adani’s Janakaraj. Less than a week later, Edwards was dining with Adani founder
Gautam Adani at Sake restaurant, with the billionaire paying Edwards’ $88 bill.

Queensland Department of Infrastructure and Planning, RTI disclosure log, p103
http://services.dip.qld.gov.au/opendata/RTI/dsdip/RTIP1314-138/DocumentsForRelease-RTIP1314138.pdf
67
Queensland Department of Infrastructure and Planning, RTI disclosure log, p125
http://services.dip.qld.gov.au/opendata/RTI/dsdip/RTIP1314-138/DocumentsForRelease-RTIP1314138.pdf
68
Queensland Department of Infrastructure and Planning, RTI disclosure log, p11
http://services.dip.qld.gov.au/opendata/RTI/dsdip/RTIP1314-138/DocumentsForRelease-RTIP1314138.pdf
69
Department of State Development, Infrastructure and Planning, Gifts and benefits register, July to
September 2014 http://www.dsdip.qld.gov.au/resources/rti/gifts-benefits-register-jul-sep-2014dsdip.pdf
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Figure 3: Expense claims dining with Adani executives

Source: RTI documents, p125
GVK Hancock is another mining giant hoping to unlock Galilee Basin coal. Edwards had a
“working dinner” on an evening in February 2013 at the restaurant ChaChaChar with Sanjay
Reddy, the vice chairman of Indian coal company GVK, his wife Pinky Reddy and fellow GVK
director Raju Gottumukkala. The $345 bill, including a $99 bottle of Shiraz, was charged to
the Queensland taxpayer because it helped to “develop and maintain working relationships”
between GVK and the department. The meeting was to discuss “rail investment”.
In June 2013, Edwards paid for the breakfast of James Moutafis, senior vice president for
coal business development at rail freight business Aurizon. This was an “opportunity to build
and maintain relationships”. Aurizon signed a non-binding agreement with GVK in March
201370 to provide the rail haulage capacity for up to 60 million tonnes of coal a year from the
company’s Alpha and Kevin’s Corner mines in the Galilee basin.
Edwards also used $50071 of Queensland taxpayers’ money to buy a “framed and personally
signed tennis racquet” for GVK founder and billionaire Dr GVK Reddy as a thank you for
“introductions and arrangements” while in India and for “maintaining working relationships”
with the government. Edwards was gifted back a “silver tray” worth $500 from Reddy which,
70

Aurizon, media release, March 2013
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Department of State Development, Infrastructure and Planning, Gifts and benefits register, January
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Edwards declared on official forms, would “assist in maintaining relationships with GVK and
the state”. Part of these records are shown in Figure 4 below:
Figure 4: Gifts to GVK

Source: Department of State Development, Infrastructure and Planning, Gifts and benefits
register, January to March 2013, p2
At issue here is not whether senior public servants should meet with project proponents, nor
whether they should have expense accounts. Hundreds or even thousands of dollars’ worth
of expenses are ultimately not particularly important for the state budget.
What is important is the extent of access provided to the proponents of controversial
developments and the types of relationships fostered with these people. Wining and dining,
and giving and receiving gifts with executives whose companies stand to receive hundreds of
millions of dollars’ worth of taxpayer subsidy appears to break no rules of government. But it
gives the impression that the relationship between government and corporation is a cosy
one.
Like the invite lists to sporting events mentioned above, nowhere in the released documents
are there reports of Edwards dining with representatives of communities affected by coal and
gas mining. It appears that he did not meet with non-government economists sceptical about
the economic case for these projects. Not one climate scientist or reef ecologist appears to
have received so much as a coffee at taxpayers’ expense to discuss the impacts of these
projects. The Department of State Development, Infrastructure and Planning seems less
enthusiastic to “build and maintain relationships” with such people.

Four Australians, a wedding and a coal deal
As discussed above, the coal industry is not shy with its hospitality towards politicians. Even
by these standards, however, the wedding of Mallika Reddy, the granddaughter of one of
India’s wealthiest industrialists, GV Krishna Reddy, was a sumptuous and extravagant affair,
stretching over three days in the Indian city of Hyderabad.
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The June 2011 wedding came in the middle of negotiations between GVK Reddy and Gina
Rinehart, one of the world’s richest people, who wanted GVK to buy her coal assets in
Queensland. Rinehart was invited to the wedding, but she wanted company – and not just
any old company. In a move that would have shown Rinehart’s status and influence back in
Australia, the mining magnate loaded up her private jet with three willing members of
Australia’s federal Parliament.
Then-Queensland Nationals Senator Barnaby Joyce, the shadow Liberal deputy Prime
Minister Julie Bishop and the Liberal MP for Brisbane Teresa Gambaro all accepted
Rinehart’s invitation and accompanied her at the Hyderabad ceremony72. “I must admit it was
absolutely mind-blowing,” Joyce said of the event73.
The dollars at stake for Rinehart were also pretty mind blowing. Three months after the
wedding, Rinehart’s Hancock Prospecting sold controlling stakes in three of her Queensland
coal mines to GVK for $1.2 billion.
Who knows if the presence of Joyce, Bishop and Gambaro at the Reddy wedding helped to
swing the deal? What is unquestionable is that senior politicians, two from Queensland, were
willing to mix with coal industry representatives in ways that would be unthinkable for
representatives of most industries or for community groups opposed to fossil fuel
development.

Political donations or corporate cash for special access?
Of course most industry lobbyists don’t fly politicians to extravagant weddings. Less
spectacular lobbying more often involves paying to attend functions where politicians will be
present. In the run-up to the March 2012 state election, the LNP introduced QForum74 — a
secretive subscription-based scheme where corporations were invited to events with the
promise of access to ministers. Journalists have reported their frustrations at trying to obtain
details about the scheme75.
Many energy companies with large interests in fossil fuel extraction in Queensland have
signed up to the state LNP’s QForum network. Submissions to Electoral Commission
Queensland and ministerial diary entries show Peabody Energy, Hancock Coal76 and QCoal
have paid subscriptions, as have Beach Energy, Metro Coal, Caltex77 , Origin78 and Santos79.
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The Newman Government in June 2013 brought the state in line with Federal political
disclosure rules, meaning donations below $12,400 would not have to be declared by
donors. Caps on donations were also scrapped80. This change brings money paid as
“subscriptions” to the QForum below any disclosure limit. But as reported in The Saturday
Paper81, applications forms for QForum make a virtue of the fact that subscriptions do not
need to be disclosed. Journalist Sophie Morris wrote:
The application form says the $11,000 fee buys entry to five events, each in a “private
dining setting” with “federal, state and local parliamentary leaders”, and with
attendance restricted to 15 business leaders. These are intimate gatherings where
business people finance the LNP in return for access to their politicians.
What is known about the LNP’s QForum cash for access fundraising scheme is due almost
entirely to the efforts and perseverance of journalists. Few details are given voluntarily.
Former Premier Newman reportedly82 “ordered his cabinet to declare the QForum events and
detail attendees in their ministerial diaries”.
Yet a review of ministerial diaries shows some former Newman Government ministers were
more diligent than others in disclosing who they met at QForum fundraising events. Former
environment Minister Andrew Powell’s diary shows he attended two QForum events in May
and June 201483 84. Former Public Works Minister Tim Mander attended a QForum event in
June 201385. None of the diary entries include a list of people they met.
QForum events also appear in the diaries of former Health Minister Lawrence Springborg86
and then Treasurer Tim Nicholls87, and these entries do include long lists of guests.
A November 2013 QForum event attended by Premier Newman88 included guests from
several fossil fuel energy companies, including QCoal, ERM Power, Beach Energy, Metro
Coal, Origin, Caltex, GVK and Peabody Energy.
As well as paying subscriptions, it has also been reported89 that some firms have paid as
much as $22,000 to “sponsor” single events.
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Prior to the 2015 state election, it emerged that Labor90 had also launched its own version of
QForum — known as the Queensland Progressive Business Network — that would charge
up to $10,000 a year for access to events that would include ”one-on-one” meetings with
MPs and “engage with the party leadership”.
The Australian Electoral Commission (AEC) attempts to set out what constitutes a donation
in the context of corporations attending functions. In a bizarre loophole, the AEC guidelines
state91 that payments for attending functions “for commercial reasons” do not have to be
considered a donation “if the commercial value or benefit of attending is equal to or exceeds
the amount paid”. These payments, the guidelines explain, are only considered a donation if
the payee “did not receive services or adequate services equal to the value of the payment”.
Former Queensland Integrity Commissioner Gary Crooke QC referred to these practices as
“bipartisan ethical bankruptcy”, noting that;
Not only is this behaviour wrong from the point of view of perceived and actual
fairness, it is deeply flawed because it wilfully and arrogantly disregards a
fundamental principle of our democracy: that those elected to govern must use the
power entrusted to them for the benefit of the community.
Simply put, the attributes of government have been temporarily reposed in those
elected. These attributes are not their property and are not for sale to augment the
coffers of sectional interest in the form of a political party.
Needless to say, representatives of community and environment organisations tend not to
attend either political party’s cash-for-access affairs. If they did, they would almost certainly
be keen to raise issues around the governance and management of the Great Barrier Reef.

Reef and coal
If the Great Barrier Reef was a business — rather than an iconic wonder of the natural world
— it would lobby furiously against the extraction and burning of fossil fuels, because this is
against its long term interests. Rather than lobbyists, however, the Reef is represented by
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (GBRMPA), a government authority charged
with managing the marine park.
The GBRMPA faced questions about its impartiality in late 2013 when an ABC 7.30 Report
investigation92 revealed that two members of the authority’s board had personal business
interests in fossil fuel industries. The program claimed that board members Tony Mooney93
and John Grayson had questions to answer about their roles on the board.
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Mooney was appointed to the GBRMPA board in December 2011. At the time, he was
general manager of strategic relations for Guildford Coal94.
Grayson’s business background includes shareholdings in companies working in the coal
and gas industries, including an investment company that had secured the purchase of the
Dalrymple Bay Coal Terminal95. Grayson had also been appointed by Premier Newman to be
the Director-General of the Department of Premier and Cabinet. This role is considered the
most senior job in the public service, and Grayson was handed it within days of Premier
Newman winning the March 2012 state election96. He lost that role after the Newman
Government lost the 2015 state election and no longer sits on the GBRMPA board.
Furthermore, in May 2013, Grayson appeared as a shareholder in a new company listed that
month — Gasfields Water and Waste Management Services (GWWS). One of the key
objectives of GWWS was to “develop a common user approach to waste coal seam gas
water collection and treatment” on the Darling Downs, a major centre of activity for projects
to extract gas for export through Curtis Island, off Gladstone. 97
The extraction and treatment of the hundreds of billions of litres of water to be extracted and
used by coal seam gas companies has been one of the most contentious issues relating to
Queensland’s gas export boom.
Other shareholders in GWWS have previously included Eddie Obeid Jnr, Dennis Jabour
(Eddie Obeid snr’s nephew), Tony Bellas and Nick Di Girolamo98 (in an unrelated event, it
was Di Girolamo’s gift of a bottle of Penfolds Grange wine that led to the resignation of New
South Wales Premier Barry O’Farrell).
Grayson had previously been referred to the state’s Crime and Misconduct Commission (now
named the Crime and Corruption Commission) over his business interests, with the
commission concluding there was no investigation necessary. The state’s Integrity
Commissioner has also examined Grayson’s business interests. Neither office found issues
of impropriety.
In November 2013 Federal Environment Minister Greg Hunt asked for99 a “probity and
governance review” into allegations raised by the ABC. The review was carried out by Robert
Cornall, a retired civil servant and was appointed by Liberal Prime Minister John Howard as
the secretary of the Attorney General’s Department in January 2000100.
Cornall’s inquiry found Mooney had declared all interests in full to the GBRMPA board and
he was cleared of any wrongdoing. Cornall reported that because the GBRMPA board had
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no jurisdiction over development approvals from Curtis Island, there was no conflict of
interest.
The review found that there had been seven GBRMPA meetings where board members
were asked to declare their interests and that Grayson had declared his interests to in two
trusts — the Grayson Investment Trust and the Woodvale Superannuation Fund — as well
as an interest through his government-appointed position.
However, Grayson had not mentioned his personal interests in other companies related to
the coal and gas industries. The review detailed that Grayson had made fuller declarations to
the Queensland Government’s Integrity Commissioner and that this was sufficient. Cornall’s
inquiry cleared Grayson of all allegations in relation to his business interests and found no
wrongdoing.
But the bad publicity related to Grayson’s interests was taking its toll. In May 2014, Grayson
wrote to Premier Newman101 saying he would “divest my interests in full without
consideration in private companies which I have direct interest and had prior involvement in
management”.
This included, Grayson wrote, his interests in Gasfields Water and Waste Services Pty Ltd,
BT Minerals Pty Ltd and Coal Logistics Australia Pty Ltd.
Premier Newman was steadfast in his defence of Grayson, declaring there had been no
conflict of interest and that Grayson had always acted appropriately. Despite this, however,
Newman has also repeatedly refused to make public Grayson’s full pecuniary interests.
A Courier-Mail investigation102 found Grayson had signed off on a briefing document
concerning coal seam gas and coal projects while he owned a 25 per cent stake in a
company hoping to secure lucrative work in the industry. The article explains that at the time
of signing the briefing document, Grayson owned a 25 per cent stake in Gasfields Water
Management with Australian Water Holdings (AWH) holding the remaining stake. The
activities of AWH are currently the subject of a NSW ICAC inquiry.
In July 2014 Grayson attended a $300-per-head farewell cocktail reception for outgoing QGC
boss Catherine Tanna at Brisbane’s Gallery of Modern Art. His ticket to the event was a gift
from Martin Ferguson, non-executive director at BG Group and the former Federal
Resources Minister. 103
A week later, Grayson’s department accepted another gift — a $3600 field trip to QGC’s
gasfields to “improve understanding of upstream coal seam gas policy issues”

Bankable outcomes – the coal seam gas rush
John Grayson was not the only public servant close to the gas industry. Two weeks before
the approval of Santos’s US$16 billion coal seam gas project, Denis Wayper of the
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Department of Infrastructure and Planning (DIP) wrote to the approval body, Queensland’s
Coordinator General (CG).104
“We are mindful of the [Coordinator General’s] Report being able to provide a 'bankable'
outcome,” Wayper wrote. Who was doing the “banking” is not articulated, but it seems fair to
assume that the phrase reflected the knowledge that the multi-billion project needed approval
— no matter what.
Simone Marsh had been working in the DIP in early 2010 — it was a busy time. Both Santos’
Gladstone LNG project and the Queensland Gas Company’s US$15 billion Queensland
Curtis LNG project were undergoing assessment simultaneously.
In an ABC Four Corners program105, Marsh revealed she had expressed a series of serious
concerns she had about how the CG was about to approve a project with critical information
missing, including detailed maps of where Santos wanted to drill their wells.
One of the most contentious of all issues relating to the extraction of gas from coal seams is
the potential impacts on groundwater in areas where farming activities are reliant on this
water for their survival. To Marsh’s astonishment, she was told there would be no chapter in
the Coordinator General’s approaching report detailing the impacts of the project on
groundwater.
Marsh claimed the companies behind the projects were having too great an influence on the
process and dictating the speed of the approvals process. In the case of the Santos-led
project, it was revealed106 Marsh had written an email raising 26 areas of concern. Marsh
wrote:
It is clear the project's activities will lead to widespread, serious environmental harm
and material environmental harm, as defined by the Environmental Protection Act,
both during and following the removal, transportation and processing of coal seam
gas.
I am concerned that the proponent has in recent days been submitting comments and
requesting alterations to the draft Coordinator-General's report and that paragraphs
containing important text appear to have been deleted and other changes made in a
non-transparent manner and without adequate justification.
Other documents released showed other departmental staff complaining107 at the lack of time
available to properly assess the projects.
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In a document related to the approval of the QGC project, it emerged that BG Group was
effectively threatening the Bligh Government that it would walk away from its multi-billion
plans unless approvals were granted quickly.
In an email of 12 May 2010, Ian Fletcher, then Director-General of the Department of
Employment, Economic Development and Innovation, reported to the then Queensland
Treasurer Andrew Fraser that he had met with QGC senior vice president David Maxwell to
talk about “the state of play for QGC’s investment decision”.
Fletcher reported Maxwell had told him “the drop dead date really is the June board meeting.
After that customers will begin to go away, and the company will not continue with its
investment.” BG Group eventually made an investment decision on the project at a board
meeting in late October.
Queensland’s Crime and Misconduct Commission assessed complaints108 made in relation
to the approvals of the Santos-backed GLNG project and the Queensland Gas Company’s
QCLNG project. The CMC found there was no evidence of undue influence or pressure
being placed on departmental officers and that the approvals process had not breached
environmental protection laws.

Conclusions and questions
“Power tends to corrupt and absolute power corrupts absolutely,” wrote Britain’s Lord Acton.
The line, from a letter Acton wrote in 1887, is famous, yet the remainder of the paragraph
from which it comes is rarely ever used109.
Great men are almost always bad men, even when they exercise influence and not
authority: still more when you superadd the tendency or the certainty of corruption by
authority. There is no worse heresy than that the office sanctifies the holder of it.
The lure of wealth and income from fossil fuels and the power and access of the industry to
Queensland’s highest offices is clear. The question is, do the current approaches to
governing lobbying, political donations and access ensure the risk of corruption is kept to a
minimum?
Just days after the 2015 Queensland state election was announced, The Australia Institute
asked the leaders of all the major political parties to commit to a set of four accountability and
governance principles put forward by The Honourable Tony Fitzgerald AC QC. These were:
1. Govern for the peace, welfare and good government of the State.
2. Make all decisions and take all actions, including public appointments, in the public
interest without regard to personal, party political or other immaterial considerations.
3. Treat all people equally without permitting any person or corporation special
access or influence.
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4. Promptly and accurately inform the public of its reasons for all significant or
potentially controversial decisions and actions.
The ALP, Bob Katter’s Australia Party, Palmer United Party, and the Queensland Greens
agreed to adopt the principles if elected. The Liberal National Party initially ignored the
request, although under questioning LNP at a public forum Premier Newman said110 he was
happy to accept them.
But accountability and transparency can only take you so far. Should a coal company be
allowed to donate hundreds of thousands of dollars to a political party? Does declaring such
donations make them any more palatable to the Queensland public?
Should public servants and ministers accept gifts from fossil fuel corporations, even if those
gifts are declared?
Can a Lobbyist’s Code of Conduct and contact registers be relied upon to show the full
extent of lobbying when they explicitly exclude some of the most powerful lobbying groups?
Can safeguards be put in place to ensure individuals are able to work in the private and
public sectors without, as the New South Wales ICAC has warned, those relationships being
to the detriment of the public interest?

Finally, can concerns about a lack of action on climate change and fossil fuel emissions ever
be addressed in an environment where governments and public officials at all levels have such
close and secretive relationships with coal and gas industries?
In the recent election Queenslanders demonstrated that they take these issues very
seriously.
Cynical assumptions that the public would overlook political donation scandals and special
access scandals were turned on their head when exit polling showed an extraordinary 73 per
cent of Queensland voters said that issues of “accountability, transparency and trust in
government decision” making had a “large impact” on how they voted.111
There is now a unique opportunity for a new Parliament to act decisively to end the cosy
relationship government representatives and the resource industry, which has clearly
become too close for comfort.
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